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An eye-opening biography of one of the very most influential psychiatrists of the modern age,
drawing from his lectures, conversations, and personal writings.VII Sermones ad Mortuos. Memories,
Dreams, Reflections is normally that book, composed of conversations with his colleague and friend
Aniela Jaffé Jung continuing to work on the final stages of the manuscript until shortly before his
death on June 6, 1961, making this a uniquely comprehensive reflection on an extraordinary life., in
addition to chapters written in his personal hand, and other materials. Completely corrected, this
edition also includes Jung's In the spring of 1957, when he was eighty-one years outdated, Carl
Gustav Jung undertook the informing of his life story.
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Nourishment for intellect This book was IT. But he was hard to follow throughout parts of the book.
Reading this marvelous book I came across myself nodding approvingly at the explanations he
offered to the dreams, insights, ideas and events that befell on him and which, very often, remaining
him baffled. In this particular book, he dates back to selected occasions of all kind, in order to
guidebook the reader into, not merely his life story, but into his apprenticeship, so to say, as a
mental-spiritual-cultural alchemist and facilitator, not only for his generation and country (Switzerland),
but also for all humankind wherever they happen to physically abide. And he by no means
disappoints. There is a large amount of talk and reference to religions and cultures from worldwide
which was a lot difficult for me to read as I am not really acquainted with most of the reference and
wording, thankful for google! Refreshingly honest and deeply insightful I loved this publication for the
honest method Jung writes approximately himself. He is refreshingly different from most
autobiographies in general and autobiographies of psychologists and psychiatrists specifically. But it
was his life's work to do it more analytically. It seems all of the “stuff” I thought I was alone in
experiencing, are common. I loved his capability to objectively observe and articulate spirituality but
found it a little bit dry once or twice, being that I have a life of encountering spirituality, as I
understand everyone does firsthand to at least some degree, is, I wished to read more about this
by him. I would recommend it for the individual reader with an intention in what I've talked about and
also good comprehension skills. I am distressed, depressed, rapturous. I am all these things at once,
and cannot add up the sum. It’s honest, brilliant, dreamy, significant and solid. I have no judgment
about myself and my entire life. First, I found myself relating to his queries and observations about
God, church, family and individuality. I'd have enjoyed even more about his correspondence with
Freud. I understand just that I was created and can be found, and it appears to me that I have
already been carried along. I exist on the building blocks of something I do not know. Jung on jung's
brain. " Intense and fascinating How could a reserve by Carl Jung about Carl Jung not end up
being fascinating?It fed my intellect and nourished my mind. His mental inner workings move deeper
than I've ever go through and, as good writing will, still left me with a feeling of being known on a
much deeper level myself. Here's a good example of how he seen his life extracted from his
summing up by the end of the publication:"The older I have become, the less I've understood or had
insight into or known about myself. Most personal books I've browse by psychologists are full of
suspicious anecdotes about how exactly their always outstanding insights saved one individual after
another while living a wonderfully perfect life of joy and endless joy. I am astonished, disappointed,
pleased with myself. For all those already interested in Jung or curious about his life, this reserve
would be a amazing read. The most essential thinker I've read, yet human enough to show his
humanity. Never claiming divinity, he brought us near to the spiritual doorways, and his publication is
the best launch to the person and his inspired thoughts. I've his full Collected Functions, but this
book may be the starting place. I am reading it for the 3rd time. possibly the most enlightening
publication I have ever read! I dont have to understand everything in the reserve to keep yourself
updated that I was presented with many great insights. Great book for anybody interested in
studying Carl Jung. I missed a few chapters, because I fell asleep. An autobiography (type of), like
no additional one you could come across with That is a potentially seminal (meaning here lifechanging) book for anyone that has embarked himself/herself on a spiritual quest. Exciting
Psychological Autobiography of a Brilliant Thinker I actually thoroughly enjoyed this unusual
autobiography of Carl Jung, among the truly original thinkers of the twentieth century. Rather than
write a typical autobiography, Jung made the decision, in this publication, to explore how he came
to be interested in the workings of the unconscious and the systematic research of its
manifestations. Dr. and his book is the preferred introduction to the man and his inspired thoughts A

genius reveals his soul. It is a text to enjoy with an open brain, despite one's personal belief system,
in order to experience more completely the possibilities that Jung suggests.I recommend this book
and also have already read elements of it more than once. I got a little dropped, but I question if
Jung did too. I learned a lot on the subject of Carl and experience my entire life has improved by
reading this book. There are several things I usually wondered about in my own existence, and
Jung and Jaffe supplied many answers to how points fit collectively. Carl was way ahead of his
time, extremely smart and insightful. I picked up some excellent key points which has helped me
discover things from an improved point of view. I'm barely an informal reader, so this book was a bit
problematic for me to go through at times. He is patient, knowing (genuine knowing- not a fake),
mythical, and scientific. Carl Gustav Jung was a tuned psychiatrist whose uncommon insights and
mental/spiritual encounters slowly made him drift away from that profession into, generally, the field
of psychology. Please read! He takes us on a journey that begins with his mental perceptions during
childhood, continues with his adult research and synchronic encounters, and travels onward to his
later "near-death knowledge" (as we may now contact it) and his mature views on a different
psychic phenomena. Regardless, I liked reading about Carl and his lifestyle and felt an advantage
from reading this reserve. He was a daring thinker and a honest scientist. I go back to consult him
when Personally i think pathless.Carl Jung is a Dad on my intellectual trip. I did relate to Jung at
more than one level. Five shining superstars forthis book. Incidentally, this is simply not a dried out
treatise, but, a lively and incredibly well crafted literary achievement by its author. Regardless of all
uncertainties, I feel a solidity underlying all presence and a continuity in my own mode of being. An
excellent introduction to Jung by jung. just great read! Philosophy is a location where I’ve
experienced the most safe and the most like, in my life’s experiences. Jung has been a fortifying
energy within a lengthy disease that I’m dealing with. This book has all of the words I expected to
be in it. Sad to have finished such an excellent work We thoroughly enjoyed this book. There is
nothing at all I am quite sure about. The honesty, within the scientific language, had me laughing.
We were holding good laughs. A release arose from me as I continuing with this reserve. It became
a deeply shifting experience, and I am relatively sad that I’ve completed it. Cascading realizations
after another So good worth buying for the main one chapter her reflections on drug use,
rehabilitation and staying clean are worth the price of the book ! All words included.There is none of
that in Jung's autobiography. Why I didn’t discover this sooner, I don’t know, and regret. I am a
better person for having experienced this publication. I am incapable of determining ultimate well
worth or worthlessness; It’s what I contact “a living publication” and the ones are rare. My very own
myth about God and the unseen realm has been greatly augmented. Which gives me an excuse to
listen to it again. I’m wishing those few missed chapters, which were towards the end, will help me
seem sensible of the last three chapters. It is that interesting. I've no definite convictions–not about
anything, really. Wow!! Best book ever Wonderful Book I’ve read it before, this purchase was for a
friend. Fascinating Whatever you may think of Jung's theories, his story is fascinating and his mind
intriguing!
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